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Abstract: As the fabrication technology migrated towards the nanometre scale, 22 nm and beyond, yield enhancement has become one of the challenges facing the integrated circuits design community. Delay and power consumption of the manufactured chips deviate from their predesigned values due to process, voltage and temperature (PVT) variations. This deviation can lead to a considerable loss in yield and reliability. In this paper, we classify and survey the approaches developed to mitigate the PVT variations on the circuit and architectural levels.
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1 Introduction and fundamentals

Yield can be simply defined as the amount of working chips that are satisfying the predesigned performance conditions or specifications compared to the total number of developed chips. Yield can be expressed using the following formula:

\[ Y = e^{-(D \times A \times K_r)} \]  

(1)

where \( Y \) is the yield, \( D \) is the defect density representing the number of defects per unit area, \( A \) is the area of the chip, and \( K_r \) is the kill ratio representing the fraction of total area that can be affected by defects (Pan, 2009). This formula shows that yield is affected exponentially by the area and this strongly shows the importance of yield enhancement techniques in the era of many-core chips. Loss in yield can be caused by three mechanisms (Pan, 2009): random yield loss mechanism, systematic yield loss mechanism and parametric yield loss mechanism. Random yield loss mechanism constitutes of random particulate and contaminant induced defects. Systematic yield loss mechanism is a function of specific layout patterns causing spatial or temporal correlation faults. Parametric yield loss mechanism occurs when a functional chip fails to meet its predesigned performance specifications. This type of loss could be a result of either
manufacturing or environmental factors. This paper is particularly concerned about the parametric yield loss and the different approaches to solve it.

Focusing on parametric yield loss, the manufactured chips can be classified into three areas: A, B and C as Figure 1 shows. Area A encompasses the chips which meet the predesigned power budget and time delay constraints. Chips in area B consume more than the maximum power budget. These chips are considered malfunctioning only because they exceed the maximum power consumption limit. Finally, chips in area C are working on the functional level; however they do not meet the required delay constraints. There are different design approaches introduced in the literature to move chips from both area B and C to area A for increasing the yield. The chip excluded because of its high delay latency can be repaired at the cost of power consumption by scaling up the supply voltage. On the other hand, chips with high power consumption can be repaired at the cost of speed by scaling down the operational frequency.

Figure 1   Classification of chips based on parametric yield loss

Notes: A – working chips, B – loss due to power constraints, C – loss due to delay constraints; the idea is to move chips from areas ‘B and C’ to area ‘A’.

The recent advancement in fabrication technology significantly increases the device-parameter variations; that dramatically decreases the reliability of the devices. Reliability is one of the urgent needs of modern electronic products and chips especially for medical and military applications. Unreliability of the modern devices is caused by many factors; for example: high temperatures, high current densities, thinner gate oxides. These factors can lead to unpredicted data latency which leads to unreliable results. Reliability defects are not detectable during manufacturing process as they may appear under specific voltage, temperature, frequency, and work load conditions.

2   Variability mitigation techniques

Process, voltage and temperature (PVT) variations are serious problems in synchronous circuit design. Different doping concentrations, different gate-lengths (which affects the threshold voltage), unexpected voltage drops in the power supply network and temperature fluctuations can cause temporary or permanent defects that lead to decreasing yield and reliability. PVT variations can cause unpredicted latency which lead
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Design techniques for variability mitigation to a miss-synchronisation. Because of these unpredicted latencies, data is delayed causing the registers to read wrong data. A traditional costly approach, used to reduce the error rate, is to increase the supply voltage margins to ensure the correctness of all operations under all possible variations. This conservative approach is not valid in the modern trends which try to reduce the power density. High power density and heat dissipation threaten the Moore’s law and the trend of increasing operating frequency and number of transistors per processor so that increasing the voltage margins is not a valid solution.

Efficient techniques have been developed to solve PVT variations’ problems including retiming and/or power and thermal management. In this paper these approaches are categorised into two main categories: fine grain mitigation techniques (which are working on the register/pipeline level) and coarse grain mitigation techniques (which are working on the module/partition level).

3 Fine grain (circuit level) mitigation techniques

Fine grain solutions are concerned about preventing the timing errors in sequential circuits by using retiming techniques with minimal addition of fine grained hardware.

Figure 2 Basic architecture of sequential circuit

In sequential circuits, as shown in Figure 2, combinational logic clouds are isolated by flip-flops and computed data should be ready before the active edge of the flip-flops’ clock. This synchronisation should be ruled by two constraints.

\[ X_j + T_{\text{Hold}} < X_i + d(i, j) \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Formula (2) presents the short path constraint as data is going from flip-flop \((i)\) to \((j)\). \(d(i, j)\) is the combinational logic minimum delay and \(T_{\text{Hold}}\) is the hold time. A positive clock edge arrives at flip-flop \((i)\) at \(X_i\) then data races through the short path and it may change the data at flip-flop \((j)\) before the positive clock edge arrives there, then wrong data will be clocked at flip-flop \((j)\) so that the short path constraint eliminates this problem (Sathyamurthy et al., 1995).

\[ X_j + T_{CP} > X_i + D(i, j) + T_{\text{Setup}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Formula (3) presents the long path constraint as data is going from flip-flop \((i)\) to \((j)\). \(D(i, j)\) is the combinational logic maximum delay, \(T_{CP}\) is the clock period and \(T_{\text{Setup}}\) is the setup time. If a positive clock edge arrives at flip-flop \((j)\) at \(X_j\) while data races through the long path and data has not been ready yet at flip-flop \((j)\) then wrong data will be
clocked at flip-flop \((j)\) so that the long path constraint eliminates this problem (Sathyamurthy et al., 1995).

### 3.1 Correlated clock skewing

Process variations or voltage and temperature fluctuations can cause an unexpected delay for the data or the clock. Clock skewing and data latency can affect the reliability of the chip by increasing the error rate. Also because of differences in interconnection delays of the clock distribution network, there will be a skew among the clock signals reaching different flip-flops. Designing clock distribution network with zero clock skew should be beneficial in case of ignoring PVT variations but nowadays it is useful to use clock skew intentionally not only to improve performance, in addition to gate sizing (Sathyamurthy et al., 1995), but also to compensate the effects of PVT variations. At design time, safety margins should be considered to ensure that the chip will operate correctly in the presence of unpredicted PVT dependent skew variations. Because of variations, integrated circuits design should be based on the worst case timing principle as clock frequency should verify all of timing constraints under the worst conditions. A new compensation mechanism especially for environmental parameters fluctuation (voltage and temperature) was introduced in Andrade et al. (2009). Complex microprocessor architecture was modelled by a structure of pipelined stages as shown in Figure 3.

**Figure 3** (a) Conventional and (b) proposed synchronising mechanism for \(n\)-stage pipeline circuit

![Diagram](a)

![Diagram](b)

Note: Cascaded delay chains are used to locally compensate the delay.

*Source:* Andrade et al. (2009)
All registers are driven by a common clock signal. Because of the heterogeneity of the clock distribution network, a skew can affect the clock signals. In the conventional mechanism, skew dependent on voltage or temperature fluctuation is not considered. The proposed compensation mechanism depends on the correlation between combinational logic stages and skewing buffers. As shown in Figure 3(b), the first register is driven by the system clock. Clock signals of other registers are generated through cascaded delay chains of buffers. Both combinational logic stages and skewing buffers are assumed to experience the same delay variations because of spatial correlation which will offer the same voltage and temperature fluctuations. This should decrease not only the error rate but also the total processing time of the circuit.

\[ t_{CHAIN}^{W} = nT_{CLK} = n\max(t_p) + nK\sigma_f \]  
\[ t_{CHAIN}^{C} = n\max(t_p) + K\sqrt{n}\sigma_f \]  

Equations (4) and (5) show the total processing time of the worst-case conditions for both conventional \( t_{CHAIN}^{W} \) and compensation \( t_{CHAIN}^{C} \) mechanisms (Andrade et al., 2009). Where \( \max(t_p) \) is the worst-case delay of any combinational logic between two registers, \( \sigma_f \) is the standard deviation, \( K \) is a given number of standard deviations, and \( n \) is the number of stages (Andrade et al., 2009). The reduction of the propagation time for the whole pipeline chain is expressed by equation (6).

\[ t_{CHAIN}^{W} - t_{CHAIN}^{C} = K\sigma_f (n - \sqrt{n}) \]  

3.2 Mitigation of thermal induced time variability

Self-adjusting clock tree architecture (SACTA) (Long et al., 2010), is another approach which is more concerned about thermal-induced delay variations because thermal effects have a great impact on leakage power, device life time and circuit timing. SACTA uses clock skew to steal time from adjacent pipeline stages to keep the performance in the presence of variations with minimum hardware overhead. Temperature-dependent dynamic clock skew scheduling was discussed with detailed models in Long et al. (2010). The problem was defined as to design a clock tree that can change skew values to pipeline registers dynamically as these values should be linear functions of temperature.

Figure 4 Self-adjusting clock tree architecture

Note: Temperature adjustable buffers (white triangles) are used to mitigate the thermal induced time variability.

Source: Long et al. (2010)
Figure 4 shows a pipeline with SACTA. The white triangles are Automatic Temperature Adjustable skew buffers and the gray triangles are fixed skew buffers which are designed at the zero temperature coefficient point (ZTC) to be temperature insensitive. These fixed buffers have a base delay $F_i$. The ZTC point is the point in which the effect of thermal change on the threshold voltage cancels the effect of the mobility, and the drain current of the transistor will be independent of temperature. The relationship between the delay and temperature is expressed as $s_i = K_i \Delta \theta$, where $s_i$ is the delay of the skew buffer at the worst-case temperature; $K_i$ is the temperature sensitivity coefficient; $\Delta \theta$ is the difference between the worst-case temperature and the operating temperature. According to Long et al. (2010), SACTA can improve the temperature tolerance of both single-$V_{th}$ and multi-$V_{th}$ designs depending on the assumption of spatial correlation which implies that temperature of the combinational logic stage and its surrounding registers are nearly the same. SACTA has a powerful advantage over the static clock skew scheduling techniques as static techniques will only satisfy some temperature profiles selected during design time while SACTA changes skew values dynamically as linear functions of temperature.

3.3 Soft-edge flip-flop

Soft-edge flip-flop was discussed as a potential solution for timing yield enhancement (Wieckowski et al., 2008) as it keeps synchronisation at the clock edge, in addition to a transparency window around the edge with minimal overhead in complexity, area and power. Transparency window reduces the sensitivity to clock skew and jitter and allows time borrowing among pipeline stages.

Figure 5 shows the soft-edge flip-flop design with two different clocks, one for the master latch stage and the other for the slave stage. The clock of the master stage is delayed with respect to the slave stage’s clock to create the transparency window as illustrated in Figure 6. Because of delayed master clock, even delayed data could be latched and transferred to the slave latch.

Figure 5 Soft-edge flip-flop schematic design

Source: Wieckowski et al. (2008)
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Figure 6 The delayed master clock ($\text{CLK}_M$) relative to the slave clock ($\text{CLK}_S$) to create a window of transparency

Notes: $t =$ transparent an $o =$ opaque.  
Source: Wieckowski et al. (2008)

The size of the transparency window could be dynamically adjusted by choosing different delays for the master clock. Figure 7 presents a series of different inverter chains and a scan controlled multiplexer used to select different values of delay for the master clock.

Figure 7 Programmable delayed clock

Source: Wieckowski et al. (2008)

Although increasing window size results in a performance enhancement, this enhancement will saturate if the window size reaches 10% of the cycle time. Another issue related to soft-edge flip-flop approach can be detected in case of cascaded critical stages that may produce delayed data. If there is a delayed computed data from more than one critical stage the delay will be accumulated as every stage will steal time from the next one and this can lead to a time violation in one or more stages.

3.4 Domino logic

It is known that static CMOS gates are not fast enough because of pull-up and pull-down networks. Domino logic runs $1.5-2\times$ faster than static CMOS logic gates (Harris and Horowitz, 1997), so that domino circuits are widely used in high performance chips and skew-tolerant domino circuits can introduce a good solution for retiming issues (Harris and Horowitz, 1997). Based on domino circuits, a dual-phase pipeline circuit design, using domino latch, was introduced (Tsai et al., 2011) with a built-in performance adjusting mechanism. Although the designed domino latch circuit uses two clocks with opposite signal directions, it still has a similar operation to that of pipeline circuits.
Figure 8  Dual-phase domino latch circuit

As Figure 8 shows, the gates are divided into two groups and a different clock signal is assigned to each group. Additional dynamic latch gates are inserted for retiming process. As process variations can change the duty cycle pulse width of the clock signal, a duty cycle pulse generator was designed (Tsai et al., 2011) to provide an adjustment mechanism to ensure the correctness of high speed chips’ operations. This adjustment mechanism should cooperate with a built-in self-testing (BIST) mechanism. Skew-tolerant domino latches with inverted clock signals, presented in Tsai et al. (2011), can be used instead of static CMOS standard flip-flops to withstand different variations.

Clock-logic domino was introduced (Sung and Elliott, 2007) as a solution to tolerate skew with small area overhead and lower power consumption. Sequencing overhead including clock skew, latch overhead and pipeline imbalances is removed by using overlapping clock phases for the different domino logic stages.

Figure 9  Domino logic failure due to clock overlapping

The overlapping clock signals, shown in Figure 9, are useful for retiming. They permit stealing time from adjacent stages in case of unpredicted delays. Using overlapping signals may create a new problem, illustrated by Figure 9, as an input to a dynamic gate.
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may change, because of the precharge of the previous stage, before the end of the current evaluate cycle and the output will not be able to preserve the correct result. An approach was introduced in Sung and Elliott (2007) to solve this problem by using two different clocks one for the evaluation and the other for precharge. This eliminates the problem by delaying the precharge of the stage until the end of the evaluation of the next stage. This was called or-precharge/domino-evaluate approach, which is illustrated by Figure 10.

**Figure 10** Or-precharge/domino-evaluate clocks

As shown in Figure 10, precharge clocks are created by a logical or function of evaluate clocks of different cascaded domino logic phases. Time borrowing will not be affected by or-precharge/domino-evaluate approach as evaluation time will not be affected and local clock generation is recommended to be at the dynamic gates to simplify the clock distribution network.

Another type of retiming using pulsed-latch circuits with regulating pulse width (Paik et al., 2011) can give enough flexibility to manage timing issues. Paik et al. (2011) introduced pulsed-latch as an ideal sequencing element for high performance integrated circuits due to its reduced sequencing overhead. Time borrowing could be achieved by using more than one pulse width. Figure 11 shows the difference of timing models among edge-triggered flip-flops, level-sensitive latches and pulsed-latches.

Pulsed-latch is driven by a clock with a small pulse width and there is a time variation available for combinational block but it is still less than that of level-sensitive latches. This flexibility can be used to borrow time from adjacent stages by making different clock pulse widths generated by a physically closed pulse generator to preserve the pulse shape. Figure 12 illustrates an easy way for retiming and time borrowing between two pipeline stages.
Three pulsed-latches a, b, and c, driven by the same clock, are shown in Figure 12. The maximum delay of the combinational logic stage between a and b is assumed to be 19 time units and that between b and c to be 11. In case of ignoring sequencing overhead, the clock period has to be 19 time units to preserve timing constraints. However, if b is driven by a new clock with wider pulse by 4 time units, then the clock period can be reduced to 15 time units because the combinational logic stage between a and b will be able to borrow 4 time units from the adjacent combinational logic stage between b and c.

**Figure 11** Timing models of (a) edge-triggered flip-flop, (b) level-sensitive latch and (c) pulsed-latch

*Source: Paik et al. (2011)*
3.5 **Razor architecture**

Razor architecture depends on detecting and correcting the error instead of preventing or hiding it. The error rate is used for power or thermal management through dynamic frequency and voltage scaling (Ernst et al., 2003). Razor (Ernst et al., 2003; Lee et al., 2004) is one of the most common approaches used for power savings by scaling down the supply voltage as low as possible while ensuring correct operation. In contrast to conservative designs, which need conservative margins for the supply voltage, Razor does not need margins as it depends on monitoring the error rate dynamically to adjust the required supply voltage.

Figure 13 shows a pipeline stage of Razor approach in which a shadow latch with delayed clock is used to capture a delayed version of data, comparing it with the main flip-flop to ensure the correctness of propagated data. The result of the comparison will be used to compute the error rate, and then the error rate will be used as a feedback to adjust the supply voltage through dynamic voltage scaling. In case of timing error, the
correct data will be restored from the shadow latch and all instructions behind the faulty one will be invalidated and the pipeline is restarted after the faulty instruction (Lee et al., 2004).

**Figure 13** Pipeline stage with razor latch

![Pipeline stage with razor latch](image)

Note: The error is detected by comparing data in the main flip-flop with the delayed version of the data in the shadow latch.

*Source:* Ernst et al. (2003)

Dynamic retiming is augmented to the Razor approach (Lee et al., 2004) to permit pipeline stages with higher error rates to borrow time from low error rates stages as shown in Figure 14 by using negative and positive clock skew values generated by a programmable local clock controller.

**Figure 14** Dynamic retiming of pipeline stages

![Dynamic retiming of pipeline stages](image)

*Source:* Lee et al. (2004)

Although razor introduced a good solution for both retiming and power saving through error detection and correction, it wastes two cycles to detect the error and restore the correct data, and then it flushes all potential incorrect instructions out of the pipeline. It would be better if razor could take the decision earlier not to permit the propagation of wrong data through pipeline stages.
4 Coarse grain (architecture level) mitigation techniques

Coarse grain techniques can be introduced by another term as system level solutions. These techniques are widely used especially in many-core chips. The basic idea depends on the built in redundancy of the many-core chips. This redundant nature helps designer to make use of idle or not fully busy units to make error detections and corrections with minimal area and power overhead especially in homogeneous many-core chips. Manufacturing spare cores is a potential solution in case of large numbers of cores on the same chip. If one or more cores have been defected, spare cores can be used to compensate this loss and to maintain an acceptable yield’s ratio.

4.1 Inter-core queue

A multi-core chip, using inter-core queue, was introduced (Pan, 2009) as a solution to improve manufacturing yield at the cost of performance degradation.

As shown in Figure 15, the basic idea is task swapping between the nearest cores through a storage unit called inter-core queue. If a faulty core has been detected a migration flag will be set to identify the faulty task or instruction then the faulty instruction will be transferred to the helper core through the inter-core queue. The result will be sent back to the faulty core and every core will continue its normal execution flow. If the transferred instruction stayed in the inter-core queue for a specific period of time, called idle interval, an emergency bit will be set to raise its priority of execution. According to Pan (2009), if the chip has a defective core it will continue its operation with marginally decrease in performance.

Figure 15 Multi-core chip with inter-core queue

Note: The queue is used for task swapping between the adjacent cores in case of a faulty instruction.

Source: Pan (2009)

This approach suffers from an overhead of complexity and hardware used for inter-core queue and its buses, hardware counters to calculate idle intervals, data flow controllers and also fault detection/isolation circuits.

4.2 Defect protection technique

A defect protection technique was introduced (Shyam et al., 2006) as a low cost defect protection system by checking the hardware functionality each period of computational instructions called computational epoch. This technique relies on the natural redundancy
of instruction level parallelism processors. The main idea is that system’s health will be monitored continuously. When the first defect is detected a low performance operational level will be the solution.

**Figure 16** Online BIST circuit is used to check the functionality of decoders

![Diagram of BIST and CHKER circuits](source)

As shown in Figure 16, an online BIST circuit is used to check the functionality of decoders. The functionality of register file and arithmetic and logical unit (ALU) also can be checked by using BIST circuits. In case of decoders, the same test vector is sent to multiple decoders and if their outputs do not match, this will be an indication that one of these decoders is defected. Another test vector will be sent to the main ALU and another 9-bit mini-ALU is used to verify the functionality of the main ALU. In case of failure detection in any component, the defected component will be disabled for a period of time and the computational epoch will be flushed then the last trusted system state will be restored.

In this approach, coarse grain epochs can lead to high penalty in case of flushing them. If the checking process completed before a fault manifests, this fault will manifests in the next epoch and keeping backups for the last two epochs will be a must. Also depending on BIST circuits with test vectors to check hardware while components are idle is power and area consuming.

### 4.3 Thermal management

Heat dissipation is a clear indication about high power consumption. Controlling the temperature of the operating chip is very important to increase the life time of the chip and to also preserve its reliability. The target of any thermal management system is to operate at a safe operational temperature. This could be done by automatically adjusting the operating frequency of the managed chip as introduced in Jones et al. (2006, 2007). In
Jones et al. (2006), the target was determined to achieve high level of performance for a maximum junction temperature. The junction temperature of the device should be measured and the whole system should be monitored to get feedback. This feedback will be used to reconfigure temperature by dual frequency switching system. This technique makes use of the fast measurement of junction temperature changes versus the slow rate of system temperature changes.

**Figure 17** Temperature measurement and threshold frequency control mechanism

As shown in Figure 17, there are two main units: network interface device (NID) which is static; and reconfigurable application device (RAD) which is connected to an onboard Maxim temperature measurement device MAX1618. MAX1618 will measure the temperature and then will send it to NID which will compare it by upper and lower thresholds. If the temperature exceeds the upper threshold, the operating frequency will be reduced to cool the chip. On the other hand, if the temperature is lower than the lower threshold, the frequency can be increased. Only two clock frequencies are used: a low frequency for high temperatures and a high one for low temperatures. This approach controls the operational temperature for systems especially for those in temperature changing environments and also for systems with multiple modes of operations that impact the thermal budget.

**Figure 18** Thermal-management system architecture

*Source:* Jones et al. (2006)

*Source:* Jones et al. (2007)
Another implementation for thermal management was introduced (Jones et al., 2007). The target was to scale voltage and frequency to lower power usage before the device overheats. Based on Jones et al. (2006), the approach is improved to give more flexibility through voltage and frequency scaling. As shown in Figure 18, a ring oscillator thermometer is used as a temperature sensor. A counter will trigger an event every 50 msec to pause the application and to take three different thermometer measurements. These measurements should be passed to the frequency and quality controller and then the application will continue its operation. The temperature values will be used to adjust the required frequency. The quality also can be adjusted by controlling the number of operating cores and features.

Ring oscillators, shown in Figure 19, and thermal diodes can be used to measure temperature (Buedo et al., 2000). Ring oscillators are easier to implement and they could be dynamically reconfigured if used by FPGAs with no restrictions about their positions on the chip. On the other hand, using thermal diodes will face extra wiring and hardware positioning problems.

Figure 19  Ring oscillator used to measure temperature

![Ring oscillator used to measure temperature](image)

Source:  Buedo et al. (2000)

Although thermal management systems are very important to preserve the temperature within acceptable margins, they do not care about the timing issues caused by the unpredicted changes in temperature which may lead to unpredicted data latency or clock skewing. This may threaten the reliability of the chip by introducing wrong results.

4.4  Adaptive voltage scaling

An adaptive voltage scaling (AVS) technique was introduced (Dhar et al., 2002) to overcome the variability issues. This technique uses a closed-loop AVS controller to adjust the chip dynamically to the minimum required voltage for the desired speed.

As shown in Figure 20, a chain of logic buffers, operates as a ring-oscillator, is the reference circuit used to measure the delay as its frequency depends on the supply voltage. This ring-oscillator is used to model the critical path. If the supply voltage is not sufficient to make the test signal propagate, charge pumps will be used to increase the supply voltage. Increasing supply voltage will speed up the propagation of signals through the critical path. The charge pump takes a number of digital inputs to produce an analogue reference voltage based on the error rate. The reference voltage will be buffered by the voltage regulator to produce the supply voltage and the system clock is generated by voltage controlled oscillator (VCO) which is controlled by the supply voltage.
Although closed-loop adaptive voltage scaling can be an effective technique, it only cares about the critical path and its variations in general. This technique still needs voltage margins to ensure its correctness and reliability.

4.5 Programmable clock generator

In case of dynamic frequency scaling, clocks generated from analogue VCOs are based on dynamic voltage scaling. However, VCO have a limited operating range and it also requires a stabilisation time when changing the frequency. A programmable/stoppable oscillator based on self-timed rings approach was developed to generate high resolution timing signals (Yahya et al., 2009). This approach has a good robustness against process variability in comparison to inverter rings.

Figure 21(a) shows the structure of a ring stage. It consists of a C-element and an inverter. As shown in Figure 21(b), one of the C-element inputs is connected to the previous stage and it is marked F (forward), the second input is connected to the next stage and it is marked R (reverse) while C represents the output of the stage (Yahya et al., 2009).

Source: Yahya et al. (2009)
Figure 22 Programmable self-timed ring

By using the architecture shown in Figure 22, the authors introduced digitally controlled programmability to self-timed rings. The ‘token control word’ controls the set/reset of the C-elements which enables the architecture to program the ring by the required initial conditions which in return controls the output clock frequency. By using a set of multiplexers and tri-state buffers, the architecture controls the number of stages in the self-timed ring which affects the output clock frequency.

This architecture combines the initial state control with the number of stages to implement a multi-frequency digitally controlled clock generator which is stable and robust against process variability. This design can be used to generate different clock frequencies for dynamic voltage/frequency scaling applications.

5 Conclusions and future directions

Process variations – result from perturbations in the fabrication process – and environmental variations – due to changes in the circuit operating environment – result in changes in the timing and power characteristics of the chip (Sapatnekar, 2004). Many techniques were developed to overcome the effects of both process and environmental variations, some of them are concerned about power/thermal management and other approaches are concerned about retiming to prevent time violations induced by different types of variations. Domino logic gates (Sung and Elliott, 2007) and domino latches (Tsai et al., 2011) especially pulsed-latches (Paik et al., 2011) could be used to introduce optimised retiming solutions. Using pulsed-latch instead of Razor latch (Ernst et al.,
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2003; Lee et al., 2004) may lead to a faster decision about the correctness of propagated data. Augmenting clock skewing techniques (Andrade et al., 2009; Long et al., 2010) for time borrowing can preserve the sequence of pipeline without flushing. For power saving and thermal management, detecting the error rate is recommended to scale both frequency and voltage dynamically. Using dynamic programmable latches to retime the data critical paths by resizing critical combinational logic stages is another trend of research.
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